The aim of the paper is to present a newly developed approach for reliability-based design optimization. It is based on double loop framework where the outer loop of algorithm covers the optimization part of process of reliability-based optimization and reliability constrains are calculated in inner loop. Innovation of suggested approach is in application of newly developed optimization strategy based on multilevel simulation using an advanced Latin Hypercube Sampling technique. This method is called Aimed multilevel sampling and it is designated for optimization of problems where only limited number of simulations is possible to perform due to enormous computational demands.
Introduction
Reliability-based optimization is a demanding discipline in which it is necessary to combine the optimization approaches and reliability assessment of structures [1] . Methods for reliability calculation utilize similar simulation techniques and stochastic methods such as optimization approaches-it is also usually a repeated solving of problem. Some particular parts of the reliability calculations can be even formulated as an optimization problem (e.g. calculation of reliability index according Hasofer and Lind [2] or imposing statistical correlation between random variables). Therefore a connection of model optimization with its reliability assessment in the form of optimization constraint is a challenging issue. Thanks to the development of computer technology and stochastic, simulation and approximation methods themselves is such connection of optimization process with reliability assessment possible nowadays [3] .
This paper presents a newly developed approach to reliability-based design optimization. It is based on double loop framework where outer loop of algorithm covers optimization part of process of reliability-based optimization and reliability constrains are calculated in inner loop [4] . FORM-based double-loop approach has been proposed by Dubourg in [5] [6] . Innovation of suggested approach is in application of newly developed optimization strategy based on multilevel sampling using an advanced simulation technique. This method was called Aimed multilevel sampling (hereinafter AMS) [3] and it is designated for crude optimization using small number of generated samples.
Reliability-Based Optimization Problem

General Formulation
The basic prerequisite for reliability-based optimization is to model a load and structural response using random variables. Depending on the required robustness and accuracy of the mathematical model it is therefore necessary to randomize some of its input parameters. If any of the functional parameters are considered to be random, then analysed function itself is consequently also a random function. The general stochastic formulation of the reliability-based optimization problem can be expressed like this:
within constraints:
where x is a vector of deterministic design variables is a vector of random variables, r is a vector of considered probability functions and , y are statistical parameters of random variables. Numbers p and m indicate a numbers of constraints functions.
In the context of the simultaneous application of reliability assessment and stochastic optimization within one procedure, it has to be noted, that the vector , y may include two sets of statistical parameters of random variables. The first set of statistical parameters represents the randomization of variables that reflects the natural behaviour of statistical quantities evaluated on the basis of the experiment. This set of statistical parameters is then used for reliability calculations. The second set of statistical parameters of random variables is then used for optimization purposes. For optimization those parameters are randomized, for which optimal input combination is searched. Statistical parameters are then selected with regard to the choice of optimization method so that the design space should be covered as evenly as possible.
Generally structural design is dependent on variables quantifying the response of the investigated structures to the load (e.g. strains and stresses). Therefore we can define the response of the structure as:
where x is the vector of deterministic design variables and ( ) ω A is a vector of random parameters of the investigated structure (e.g. load or strength).
Design requirements can be formulated as:
with given boundaries y il and y iu . Constraints for deterministic design variables can be determined as:
Reliability constraints can be expressed by a probability function:
Let us introduce now the function of overall cost of structure c = c(z), which will serve as the main criterion of optimality. Optimal design vector of input values z * composed of a vector of deterministic design variables x and vector of random variables
is determined using a stochastic optimization (e.g. [7] ). Then the optimization problem can be understood as maximization of reliability, with consideration of constraints, defined as the maximum acceptable cost of structure.
Constrained by:
where the design space for the calculation of the probability is defined as:
with a given probability distribution, where Ω is the sample space for the probability calculations and Σ is a complete design space of variables.
Computational demands of reliability-based optimization are obvious from the formulation above. For the purposes of stochastic optimization it is necessary to repeatedly generate random realizations within the design space Σ. It is also necessary for each of these realizations to calculate the probability of failure in the general case by computationally demanding (mostly numerical) integration of the equation:
where D f represents the failure area (that is the area where value of function indicating a failure is <0) and ( ) 1 2 , , , n f X X X  is the joint probability density function of random variables 1 2 , , , n X X X X =  . The quantification of reliability is associated with the repeated evaluation of structural response. It can bring (especially in case of finite element models) enormous demands on the computing time. Therefore lot of approximation methods, which aim to reduce the computational complexity of reliability assessment (FORM, SORM, Response surface methods) [8] - [10] , as well as advanced optimization techniques for the small sample analysis [3] , [11] have been developed.
Practical Solution
A practical solution to the above-defined optimization problem is performed using the so-called double-loop approach. The algorithm is composed of two basic loops:
• The outer loop represents the optimization part of the process based on small-sample simulation Latin hypercube sampling. The simulation within the design space is performed in this cycle. For obtained design vectors of n-dimensional space x i = (x 1 , x 2 ,…, x n ) objective function values are calculated. The best realization is then selected based on these values and utilized optimization method. Consequently the best realization of random vector x i,best is compared with optimization constraints. These constraints may be formulated by any deterministic function which functional value can be compared with a defined interval of allowed values. Constraints are also possible to formulate as allowed interval of reliability index β for any limit state function (within design space of given problem). Calculations of reliability index of each generated random vectors x i takes place in the inner loop. Note that it is recommended to use some of advanced meta-heuristic optimization techniques in this loop such as simulated annealing or Genetics algorithms etc. to avoid local minima.
• The inner loop is used to calculate reliability index (FORM-based) either for the need of checking of generated solutions-if they satisfy constraints, or to calculate the actual value of the objective function, if the target reliability index is set as goal of optimization process.
Latin Hypercube Sampling
For time-intensive calculations, small-sample simulation techniques based on stratified sampling of the Monte Carlo type represent a rational compromise between feasibility and accuracy. Therefore, Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) [12] - [14] , which is well known today, has been selected as a key fundamental technique. LHS belongs to the category of advanced stratified sampling techniques which result in the very good estimate of statistical moments of response using small-sample simulation. More accurately, LHS is considered to be a variance reduction technique, as it yields lower variance in statistical moment estimates compared to crude Monte Carlo sampling at the same sample size; see e.g. [15] . This is the reason the technique became very attractive for deal-ing with computationally intensive problems like e.g. complex finite element simulations. The basic feature of LHS is that the range of univariate random variables is divided into N sim intervals (N sim is a number of simulations); the values from the intervals are then used in the simulation process (random selection, median or the mean value). The selection of the intervals is performed in such a way that the range of the probability distribution function of each random variable is divided into intervals of equal probability, sim 1 N . The samples are chosen directly from the distribution function based on an inverse transformation of the univariate distribution function (Figure 1) .
The representative parameters of variables are selected randomly, being based on random permutations of integers k = 1, 2, ..., N sim . Every interval of each variable must be used only once during the simulation.
Section 5 of this paper is focused at utilization of LHS simulation for purpose of optimization. Uniform coverage of design space is required during optimization therefore rectangular distributions are assigned to random variables. In such case LHS median could be recommended for simulation at each level of optimization algorithm.
Software Tools (FReET)
FReET multipurpose probabilistic software for the statistical, sensitivity and reliability analysis of engineering problems (authors: Novák, Vořechovský and Rusina) is based on the efficient reliability techniques described in [16] - [18] . Software allows definition of stochastic model of given problem; perform advanced simulation within design space and calculate reliability using one of built-in methods.
FReET enables to define probability distribution function for each random variable (by selection of predefined functions and its parameters, based on raw data etc.). For simulation FReET offers simple Monte Carlo method or above described LHS methods (in random, median or mean form). Correlation matrix for random variables can also be prescribed. To achieve required correlation structure between generated simulations permutations of generated values, a random vector is optimized using Simulated annealing approach [19] . For reliability calculations FReET enables to use simple Cornell index calculations, Curve fitting technique or First order reliability method (FORM). Other useful features of FReET are described fully in details in [16] .
Software FReET was utilized in a suggested reliability-based optimization approach in both of its loops. Simple software described in [3] was developed to control work of FReET within outer and inner loop of above described double -loop approach. FORM approximation was applied for reliability calculations in inner loop.
State-of-the-art probabilistic algorithms are implemented in FReET to compute the probabilistic response and reliability. FReET is a modular computer system for performing probabilistic analysis developed mainly for computationally intensive deterministic modeling such as FEM packages, and any user-defined subroutines. The main features of the software are (version 1.5):
Response/Limit state function • Closed form (direct) using implemented Equation Editor (simple problems) • Numerical (indirect) using user-defined DLL function prepared practically in any programming language • General interface to third-parties software using user-defined *.BAT or *.EXE programs based on input and output text communication files • Multiple response functions assessed in same simulation run 
Aimed Multilevel Sampling
The simplest heuristic optimization method is to perform Monte Carlo type simulation within a design space and select the best realization of random vector (with regard to optimization criteria). Such a procedure clearly does not converge toward function optimum and the quality of solution depends on the number of the simulations. The exact location of the optimum using only simple simulation is highly improbable. Scatter of the results of such optimization is in the case of small sample analysis very high and strongly dependent on the number of simulations. This approach, however, is very simple requiring no knowledge of features of the objective function and from the engineering point of view is transparent and relatively easy to apply. Method Aimed Multilevel Sampling was first suggested in [3] . Its basic idea is to sort the course of the simulation into several levels. An advanced sampling (one of the best option is usage of LHS small-sample simulation) within a defined multidimensional space will be performed at each level. Subsequently, the sample with the best properties with respect to the definition of the optimization problem will be selected. Design vector X i,best (x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n ) corresponding to the best in the i-th level generated sample is determined as a vector of mean valuesof random variables for simulation within the next level of algorithm AMS. Subsequently, the sampling space is scaled down around the best sample. Another LHS simulation is then performed in this reduced space. This leads to more detailed search in the area around the samples with the best properties with respect to the extreme of the function. Gradual reduction in the size of the design space can be represented by convergent geometrical series. Coefficient q of such series should be selected with respect to number of levels of AMS method to provide an optimal convergence during whole optimization procedure [3] . AMS method is designated for small sample analysis therefore it converge very fast from beginning and convergence slows down with growing number of levels. Also ability to avoid local minima is higher at beginning and decreases at higher levels of AMS algorithm.
AMS provides better results within small sample analysis (with usage of only hundreds of simulation) for so far tested optimization problems than other common optimization techniques (e.g. Simulated annealing, Differential evolution method etc.). However more tests of described algorithm should be performed to prove its efficiency. The general algorithm of AMS method along with a detailed description of the settings of input parameters and comparison of suggested method with other common optimization techniques is presented in [3] .
Conclusion
The paper presents a summary of newly developed strategy for reliability-based optimization. Suggested approach uses a newly proposed optimization algorithm AMS, which was developed for small sample analysis and existing program FReET for simulation and reliability calculations. Tests of AMS algorithm performed so far provide promising results. However, it is necessary to make another series of tests, especially for high-dimensional problems to determine more accurately effectiveness of the proposed method. Detailed information about utilized software and algorithm AMS are available in [3] .
